Introduction and Background
Estimate of uncertainty budgets of in situ measurements of seawater Apparent Optical Properties (AOPs) is a major need for any Earth Observation mission dedicated to ocean color applications.
In fact, AOPs derived from optical radiometric measurements are essential for the vicarious calibration of space sensors and the successive validation of primary data products like the remote sensing reflectance. Furthermore, accurate AOP measurements are also needed to develop inversion schemes to quantify optically significant seawater components from reflectance spectra.
AOPs are frequently determined from in-water optical profiles of the spectral downward irradiance (E d ), upward irradiance (E u ), and upwelling radiance (L u ) acquired using radiometers operated on free-fall systems, winched frames, and fixed and profiling buoys [1, 2] . The demand for highly accurate AOP measurements, as well as the need of assessing their uncertainties, has been the rationale for specific theoretical investigations through Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
It is recalled that Monte Carlo codes (MCCs) deduce the properties of a system by evaluating the fraction of statistical samples that satisfy given constraints [3] . This method, remarkably flexible but computationally demanding, has been used in many applicative fields such as nuclear physics [4, 5] , geoscience [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and computer graphics [11, 12] . MCCs can be based on forward or backward [13] approaches. Forward schemes have been applied in optical oceanography to simulate the two-dimensional (2D) distribution of E d and to study the in-water focusing and defocusing created by surface waves [14] [15] [16] , to investigate the effects of underwater bubble clouds on ocean reflectance [17] , and to model AOPs in a three-dimensional (3D) domain [18] . Backward MCCs [13, 19, 20] have instead been used to quantify perturbations in E d , E u and L u as induced by large superstructures like oceanographic towers [21, 22] and ships [23, 24] at specific points within a 3D domain.
This study presents a novel Monte Carlo code specifically used to quantify uncertainties in applied in situ marine optical radiometry. For this purpose, the radiative transfer processes are proposed for atmosphere-sea plane-parallel systems, MOX is benchmarked to a reference code for the ideal case of a flat sea-surface. In-water radiometric perturbations on E d , E u and L u due to wave focusing and defocusing effects are then investigated relying on the MOX capability to cope with different sea-surface geometries. A study is finally conducted to estimate uncertainties in radiometric products as a function of the sampling frequency and deployment speed of freefall systems in view of supporting a more comprehensive specification of in-water measurement protocols.
bility for a photon to be absorbed or scattered. The MC theory for radiative transfer simulations is extensively discussed in the literature (e.g., [25, 26] ) and only summarized in the following subsections (see Table 1 for a complete list of MOX input parameters).
2.A.1. Ray Path-length
The optical distance τ traveled by a photon before being absorbed or scattered in a medium with beam attenuation coefficient c follows an exponential probability density function
where τ = c · r (r is the geometrical distance, and c is the sum of the absorption a and scattering b coefficients). The optical distance of each photon is obtained by generating a random number o uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, and then computing the τ value that satisfies the condition
2.A.2. Scattering Distribution
The Volume Scattering Function (VSF) [27] [28] [29] β(θ, ϕ) expresses the scattering intensity at the zenithal θ and azimuthal ϕ angles (Fig. 1) . The scattering coefficient b is the VSF integral over all
with dΩ = sin θdθdϕ. Azimuthal symmetry in natural waters cancels the VSF dependence over ϕ and Eq. 2 becomes
The photon scattering phase function β = β/b, satisfying the normalization condition
defines the probability density function of the photon scattering angle θ as
and the cumulative scattering distribution as
As for the optical distance, the scattering angle θ is obtained by generating a random number o uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, and then computing the θ value that satisfies the condition
VSFs used in this study include both the one describing the isotropic scattering and the one proposed by Fournier and Forand (FF) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , given by
where m is the slope of the Junge distribution, n is the refraction index, and
Simulations presented in this study are obtained for m = 3.5835 and n = 1.1 (Fig. 1) . Additional
VSFs implemented in MOX are those based on the one-term Henyey-Greenstein function [35, 36] and on regression values derived from Petzold's measurements [27] .
2.A.3. Photon Weight
The single scattering albedo ω = (c − a)/c defines the statistical photon weight w as follows:
(i) w = 1 at the source (sun or sky); (ii) w is scaled by ω at the end of each sampled optical distance; and (iii) the process ends when w becomes smaller than a defined threshold ζ w (here set equal to 10 −6 , see Table 1 ), then a new ray is started from the source. Photon trajectories are thus traced as long as they appreciably contribute to model radiometric quantities.
2.B. Simulation Domain
This section presents the simulation domain in terms of grid-space, photon source, and the airsea interface. Data products, the scheme for simulating radiometric profiles, and computational solutions are discussed as well.
2.B.1. Grid-space MOX simulations are performed in a 2D domain under the assumption that the light distribution is constant along the normal to the propagation direction of the waves. Modeled radiometric fields are stored in matrices (one for each of the radiometric quantities E d , E u and L u ) with entries corresponding to the nodes of the domain grid (see Fig. 2 ). The x axis of this grid is oriented in the same direction of the wave propagation and its origin is on the left side of the domain. The z axis is oriented towards the zenith and its origin is set at the mean sea level z 0 = 0. The ij-th matrix entry is computed by summing the weight of the rays intersecting the j-th collecting bin of the i-th grid-layer and satisfying the following constraints:
e., the selected full-angle field-of-view FOV for radiance measurements is 20 degrees, see Table 1 ), where µ z is the ray cosine direction with respect to the zenith.
The computation of L u also requires to divide the sum of the photon weight by the corresponding solid angle field of view. The grid resolution along the x and z axis (∆x, which corresponds to the size of the photon collecting bin, and ∆z, respectively) are both set to 1cm to match the minimum size of irradiance collectors in use nowadays and ensure the capability of properly representing the vertical variability of radiometric fields. To capture the periodicity of the underwater light distribution, a photon exiting from the left (right) side of the domain is restarted on the right (left) side at the same depth and traced from there for the residual path-length. This implies selecting a simulation domain width compatible with the length of the surface wave(s) [15] . Optical layers can be set at any depth and the sea bottom is a Lambertian surface. Simulation are presented in this study for a bottom reflectance ρ b = 0.05.
2.B.2. Photon Source
The sky illumination accounts for a direct source (the sun) described by a collimated light beam and a diffuse source (the sky radiance) which can be selected among various options: (i) isotropic;
(ii) the Harrison and Coombes [37] model; or (iii) the Zibordi and Voss [38] model. The fraction of photons related to the sky radiance is specified through the diffuse-to-total irradiance ratio ρ d . Simulations for clear-sky conditions have been performed selecting an isotropic sky radiance distribution with ρ d = 0.15.
2.B.3. Air-Sea Interface
Snell and Fresnel equations are used to define the photon direction and weight at the air-sea interface. MOX ray-tracing accounts for multiple scattering at the surface, as well as wave shading.
The air-sea interface can be flat, modeled as the superposition of various harmonics to represent ideal gravity waves, or defined on the basis of the Cox-Munk statistics [39] with different scale parameters along and across the wind direction. MC simulations presented here only account for the presence of surface gravity waves. The sea-surface geometric resolution has been set to 1mm (that is one order of magnitude smaller than that used for the 2D simulation domain) to avoid coarse light trails in the simulated radiometric fields. 
2.C. Data Products
within an extrapolation layer [δ z1 , δ z2 ] with homogeneous optical properties [26] . The quantities
values as a function of depth within the interval [δ z1 , δ z2 ].
2.D. Virtual Profiling
Virtual optical profiles of E d , E u and L u are obtained by sampling data points from the simulated radiometric fields while accounting for the characteristics of the profiling system (e.g., deployment speed and acquisition rate). The basic geometric scheme for in-water radiometric profiling can be represented by waves traveling on the surface while the measuring system falls vertically.
Reproducing this through MCC is computationally challenging because radiometric values in the water column would depend on the wave position during the profiling sequence. This problem is addressed by selecting a fixed sea-surface and diagonal virtual profiles as in [15] (see details in 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The angle of the virtual profile θ p can then be computed
The water displacement above a level line varies as a function of the wave height and length ( Fig. 2) , which makes the depth measured by a pressure gauge different from the water displacement. This effect is here taken into account by applying a pressure transfer model derived from the linear wave theory [40] [41] [42] to compute an adjusted vertical position z g of each virtual profile data point. Recalling that the mean value of the free surface z s (x) is z 0 = 0 and z is defined negative in the downward direction, z g (x) is expressed by
where k = 2π/l is the wave number (l indicates the largest wave length when the sea surface is modeled with different harmonics) and δ b is the sea bottom depth. As shown in Fig. 4 , the effect of the pressure gauge correction rapidly decreases as a function of depth becoming equal to zero at the sea bottom (i.e., z = −δ b ).
2.E. High-Performance Computing
MC simulations of radiative transfer processes belong to the class of embarrassingly parallel problems because each photon trajectory can be computed independently of each other. Hence, a parallelized version of MOX was implemented in C programming language [43] relying on functions previously prototyped in MATLAB 1 and utilized to test each component of the code. The basic elements of the parallel code are summarized as follows: (i) the total number of photons N ph is evenly divided into P processors (or P individual cores in the case of multi-core processors);
(ii) each processor computes the trajectories of N ph /P photons using a different random number seed and generates three matrices to record the two-dimensional representations of E d , E u and L u ;
and (iii) for each radiometric quantity, matrices from the P processors are gathered and summed up at the end of the simulation (a matrix summation requires P−1 matrix additions, so that the total number of matrix additions is 3P−3).
Results
This section addresses the precision of MOX simulations as a function of the number of photons.
Afterwards, benchmark comparisons with the widely used Hydrolight code [26] are given to assess the MOX capability to represent radiometric fields for a range of IOP values (see Table 2 ). The distribution of E d , E u and L u within the water column is then presented for sea surfaces described by different wave models. Uncertainties in subsurface radiometric products are finally discussed as a function of the sampling frequency and deployment speed of free-fall systems. Simulations have been performed tracing up to 10 10 photons in a domain of 10m width and 20m depth.
3.A. Photon Population Size
The variability of ℜ(0 − ) and K ℜ -hereafter generically denoted as ℑ-is analyzed as a function of the number of photons through the coefficient of variation CV (ratio between the mean and the standard deviation) of ℑ j values computed in a layer comprised between 0.25 and 5m depth using 1 MATLAB is a product and trademark of The Mathworks Incorporated of Natick, Massachusetts USA. M = 500 virtual profiles (j = 1, . . . , M):
where
The selection of an extrapolation layer of 0.25−5m is suggested by real conditions encountered in coastal regions [1, 44] which are more restrictive than those typical of the open sea. Figure 5 shows CV trends of E d , E u and L u data products for different IOP values and illumination conditions. Results are derived both for a flat sea surface and for a sea surface described by a single harmonic component (l = 5m and h = 0.5m, see Table 2 ). The variability induced by surface effects on E u (0 − ) is much smaller than that observed for 
). An estimate of the photon population size suitable to quantify the focusing and defocusing effects on L u is N ph ≈ 10 10 for all sets of IOPs considered.
3.B. MOX and Hydrolight
MOX accuracy has been assessed using the Hydrolight code, henceforth also denoted HYD, com- Table 3 through simulation values, as well as their percent relative differences
where ℑ stands for ℜ(δ z ) (with δ z indicating depths of 0 − , 5, 10 and 15 m), K ℜ , or the irradiance
The benchmark analysis also reports the standard deviation of MOX data at the various water depths to quantify the precision of radiometric values at individual grid-points within the 2D domain.
Simulations show differences between MOX and HYD usually lower than 5%, which is commonly considered an uncertainty threshold for in situ radiometric measurements. For θ s = 60 • , however, differences can be up to 15% at 10 m and up to 26% at 15 m with the highest absorption contribution to attenuation (c = 0.6m −1 and a = 0.5m −1 ). These differences, still comparable with those of a previous round-robin experiment [45] , can be explained considering that an increase of attenuation lessens the precision of MCC results. Results can also be partially explained by the different solutions applied to model the source: the sun is represented as a point in MOX whereas "Hydrolight uses the direct sky irradiance in setting the magnitude of the quad-averaged sky radiance for the quad containing the sun" [46] . As confirmed by specific simulations (not shown), this leads to larger differences for higher values of the sun-zenith. It is remarked that the percent relative difference is here computed using HYD products as the reference. An unbiased comparison, as that applied in [45] with relative differences computed with respect to the mean of MOX and HYD results, would indicate a better agreement. It is finally noted that MOX and HYD use the same VSF but apply a different discretization ∆θ β of the photon scattering direction (Eq. 6).
It is thus expected that the peaked forward scattering of the FF model contributes to amplify the effects of discretization differences. In fact, the use of the isotropic VSF improves the convergence between MOX and HYD with respect to the application of the FF function (not shown).
3.C. Effects of Different Sea Surfaces
The study of the effects of different sea-surface geometries on E d , E u and L u displayed in 2 m to about 9 m, as well as a more symmetrical distribution of profile data points close to the sea surface when compared to the case with a single large wave (i.e., panel 7(i)).
3.C.2. Upward Irradiance
The horizontal distribution of E u presented in Fig. 8 is much more homogeneous than that of is also verified for L u (0 − ).
3.C.5. Depth Correction Effects
Recalling that the results discussed above have been determined using virtual profiles produced accounting for the pressure correction of surface waves (Sect. 2.D), a sensitivity analysis was performed to quantify differences between CVs computed applying grid-depths (Sect. 
3.C.6. Effects of Integration Time
The uncertainty analysis is completed considering the effects of the integration time ∆t of optical radiometer systems (i.e., the time interval required to perform a single measurement by sensors having either fixed or variable acquisition rates).
Virtual profiles derived from MOX simulations account for one radiometric value only at each sampling depth. This is equivalent to assume an ideal "zero" integration time. However, the generalization of simulation results to real conditions suggests quantifying the effects of a finite integration time. This is performed by averaging individual values collected in an interval ∆t = 1/ν p .
Assuming an instantaneous reading of the depth value, each radiometric quantity ℜ(δ z i ) at depth
.C) is recomputed by averaging the J records preceding ℜ(δ
and ∆z is the grid resolution of the simulation domain along the z axis (Sect. 2.A). CV values derived from virtual profiles generated accounting for a finite ∆t exhibit expected values lower than those obtained assuming an instantaneous sampling (results not shown). This is explained by the averaging of data, which lessens the effects of light flashes on in-water optical profile data.
Specifically, differences up to approximately 1% have been observed for E d (0 − ) with the highest deployment speed and sampling frequencies of 6 Hz or above. These differences reduce to less than 0.1% in the case of E u (0 − ) and L u (0 − ). Finally, strict agreement is observed between CV values derived with and without accounting for the effects of integration time at both high sampling frequencies and low deployment speeds (i.e., 10 Hz and 0.1 ms −1 , respectively). This is explained by J values (Eq. 16) approaching 1 when the spatial resolution of virtual profiles approaches the grid resolution of the simulation domain.
3.D. Computational Efficiency
This section discusses the parallel performance of MOX on Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) Ranger (University of Texas, Austin), a large-scale, distributed parallel computing environment used to conduct some of the simulations presented in this work (see [43] for details on compiling options and parallel processing solutions).
Results from a specific case study performed to define the execution time of the MOX code as a function of the number of processors are shown in Fig. 11 . In particular, Table 4 shows the execution time details of actual MOX simulations on Ranger using 256 processors tracing 10 9 photons for a set of IOPs and surface wave parameters. Case specific computational loads highlight the need for a time-execution model to match scheduling requirements and optimize budget allocations when using large supercomputers. The development of such a model needs to account for both computer architecture-dependent factors and specific MOX processing settings (e.g., increasing the single scattering leads to a longer photon lifetime).
Summary and Conclusions
The focusing and defocusing effects on in-water radiometric measurements and derived products can be effectively analyzed through Monte Carlo codes, provided that the intrinsic simulation noise is reduced to a negligible level. It has been shown that this condition can be satisfied with the MOX code applying High Performance Computing solutions to model radiometric fields over extended spatial domains and at a fine grid-resolution.
The number of photons N ph required to quantify the effects of wave perturbations in data products from in-water radiometric profiles has been estimated for surface waves of 5 m width and 0.5 m height, as well as different values of seawater inherent optical properties and sun zeniths.
Results suggest N ph equal to 10 6 , 10 9 and 10 results and experimental estimates of wave perturbation effects in radiometric data products has been confirmed in the applicable cases [44] . Results from this analysis indicate that the accuracy of data products from measurements performed with free-fall systems can be increased by capturing the variability induced by wave focusing and defocusing effects over the extrapolation layer.
This objective can be efficiently pursued by reducing the deployment speed rather than by significantly increasing the sampling frequency. From a practical perspective, the reduction of the deployment speed should comply with limitations imposed by additional sources of uncertainty like in-water sensor tilt-a fast deployment contributes to a better vertical asset of the free-fall system-and changes in illumination conditions during profiling. As a guiding principle, the multicast measurement methodology [44] is hence recommended as an alternative (or even in addition)
to slow radiometer deployments.
The MOX capability to perform simulations in an extended domain with a high spatial resolution represents a step forward with respect to the Monte Carlo codes applied so far to investigate the in-water major radiometric quantities (i.e., E d , E u and L u ) and related uncertainty budgets. The documented simulation accuracy and computing performance open to additional investigations on the effects of radiometers asset during profiling and on glint perturbations in above-water radiometric products. This latter analysis is prioritized by the increasing importance of autonomous above-water radiometers for the validation of ocean color remote sensing observations in coastal waters (e.g., [49, 50]).
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